LAS Safeguarding committee 13 11 214

Please see attached report giving a broad understanding and data of the current LAS safeguarding position which was prepared by Alan Taylor Head of Safeguarding, for the new Director of Nursing.
Main items of discussion:
1.	No. of referrals increased by .6% to 2.86%. Please see data sheets as above.
2.	The Saville Enquiry recommends that policies must be patient centred. In order for this to now be so, it was agreed that any that impact on patients, will now come through the Patient Forum.
3.	Ongoing need for database to be developed to ensure that all agencies become linked together and feedback can be given to staff on referrals. The latter currently take 50 mins to write or 15 mins to telephone in…..Recent increase of 6 staff whose responsibilities will include taking telephone calls. Need for supervision still being considered within current staffing pressures.
4.	Literature being reprinted for staff, together with issuing of clinical news sheets on Religion and witchcraft; child sexual exploitation; alcohol ingestion in children and young people.
5.	Restraint policy undergoing legal review – to then go to MH Committee.
6.	A safeguarding/mental health conference is taking place April 28th 2015. The PF has 2 representative places as this is not a big conference, one for safeguarding (LR) and a mental health representative (to be decided).
7.	Steve Lennox is leaving LAS and his function in this sphere will be taken on by Sandra Adams.

NB LR undertook a Rideout the following day and as agreed at the Committee, safeguarding implementation at an LAS station was followed up for feedback. All staff mentioned the safeguarding station lead person in doing a very effective job; no safeguarding literature in the staff room but clinical news sheets are received electronically; training on the subject appears to have a high profile; adult and child safeguarding report forms were located in the ambulance door compartment; LINK is used for staff support; as already known, more feedback on patient outcomes would be appreciated.

Leslie Robertson PF EC Safeguarding Representative.

